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Hanna is what you'd call mentally ill. She'd call it
being totally crazy. After running away to Portero,
Texas to find her estranged mother, Hanna thinks
this new town can't be any crazier than she is. She's
wrong. Portero is haunted with doors to dimensions
of the dead, and protected by demon hunters called
Mortmaine. Hanna soon falls for a young Mortmaine
named Wyatt, but when her mother is possessed by
a murdering ghost, Hanna decides to do whatever it
takes to save her, even if it means betraying the boy
she loves. In the end no one will be left unscarred.
Ten year old Ferius Parfax has a simple plan: kill
every last inhabitant of the spell-gifted nation that
destroyed her people, starting with the man who
murdered her parents. Killing mages is a difficult
business, of course, so Ferius undertakes to study
the ways of the Argosi: the loosely-knit tribe of
tricksters known for getting the better of even the
most powerful of spellcasters. But the Argosi have a
price for their teachings, and by the time Ferius
learns what it is, it may be too late. Perfect for fans
of The Dark Tower, Firefly, Guardians of the Galaxy,
Terry Pratchett, Ben Aaronovitch and Jim Butcher.
After years of struggle and sacrifice, Falcio val
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Mond, First Cantor of the Greatcoats, is on the brink
of fulfilling his dead king's dream: Aline, the king's
daughter, is about to take the throne and restore the
rule of law once and for all. But for the Greatcoats,
nothing is ever that simple. In the neighboring
country of Avares, an enigmatic new warlord is
uniting the barbarian armies that have long plagued
Tristia's borders--and even worse, he is rumored to
have a new ally: Trin, who's twice tried to kill Aline to
claim the throne of Tristia for herself. With the armies
of Avares at her back, led by a bloodthirsty warrior,
she'll be unstoppable. Falcio, Kest, and Brasti race
north to stop her, but in those cold and treacherous
climes they discover something altogether different,
and far more dangerous: a new player is planning to
take the throne of Tristia, and with a sense of dread
the three friends realize that the Greatcoats, for all
their skill, may not be able to stop him. As the nobles
of Tristia and even the Greatcoats themselves fight
over who should rule, the Warlord of Avares
threatens to invade. With so many powerful
contenders vying for power, it will fall to Falcio to
render the one verdict he cannot bring himself to
utter, much less enforce. Should he help crown the
young woman he vowed to put on the throne, or
uphold the laws he swore to serve?
From internationally bestselling author Charlie Jane
Anders (All the Birds in the Sky) comes the sequel to
Victories Greater Than Death in the thrilling
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adventure Unstoppable series, set against an
intergalactic war. They'll do anything to be the
people they were meant to be — even journey into
the heart of evil. Rachael Townsend is the first artist
ever to leave Earth and journey out into the galaxy —
but after an encounter with an alien artifact, she can't
make art at all. Elza Monteiro is determined to be the
first human to venture inside the Palace of Scented
Tears and compete for the chance to become a
princess — except that inside the palace, she finds
the last person she ever wanted to see again. Tina
Mains is studying at the Royal Space Academy with
her friends, but she's not the badass space hero
everyone was expecting. Soon Rachael is journeying
into a dark void, Elza is on a deadly spy mission, and
Tina is facing an impossible choice that could
change all her friends lives forever. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Two brothers bound by more than blood fight to
change a brutal destiny in this novel in the #1 New
York Times bestselling Black Dagger Brotherhood
series. Sold by his parents to the Queen of the
s’Hisbe as a child, Trez escaped the Territory and
has been a pimp and an enforcer for years. On the
run from a destiny of sexual servitude, he’s never
been able to rely on anyone...except for his brother,
iAm. iAm’s sole goal has always been to keep his
brother from self-destructing—and he knows he’s
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failed. It’s not until the Chosen Selena enters Trez’s
life that the male begins to turn things around...but
by then, it’s too late. The pledge to mate the
Queen’s daughter comes due, and there is nowhere
to run, nowhere to hide, and no negotiating. Now
Trez must decide whether to endanger himself and
others—or abandon the female he loves. When
tragedy strikes and changes everything, iAm, in the
name of brotherly love, is faced with making the
ultimate sacrifice...
"Outwardly, Jovan is the lifelong friend of the
Chancellors charming, irresponsible Heir. Quiet.
Forgettable. In secret, he's a master of poisons and
chemicals, trained to protect the Chancellors family
from treachery. When the Chancellor succumbs to
an unknown poison and an army lays siege to the
city, Jovan and his sister Kalina must protect the
Heir and save their city-state. But treachery lurks in
every corner, and the ancient spirits of the land are
rising...and angry"--Amazon.com.
'One hell of a good book' - Conn Iggulden The
Greatcoats - legendary heroes, arbiters of justice . . .
or notorious traitors? The Greatcoats are travelling
magistrates bringing justice to all . . . or at least they
were, before they watched the Dukes impale their
King's head on a spike. Now the land's heroes are
reviled as traitors, their Greatcoats in tatters. Facio,
Kest and Brasti have been reduced to working as
mercenaries, but when they find their employer dead
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- and are forced to watch as the killer plants
evidence framing them for the murder - they realise
things are about to get even worse. For the royal
conspiracy that began with overthrowing an idealistic
young king is spreading to Rijou, the most corrupt
city in the land, and the life of a young girl hangs in
the balance. When every noble is a tyrant and every
knight is a thug, the only thing you can really trust is
a traitor's blade.
'An intoxicating mix of weird magic and high
adventure . . . gripping from the get-go, Spellslinger
is a must-read.' Jonathan Stroud, bestselling author
of Lockwood & Co. MAGIC IS A CON GAME. Kellen
is moments away from facing his first mage's duel
and the start of four trials that will make him a
spellcaster. There's just one problem: his magic is
gone. As his sixteenth birthday approaches, Kellen
falls back on his cunning in a bid to avoid total
disgrace. But when a daring stranger arrives in town,
she challenges Kellen to take a different path. Ferius
Parfax is one of the mysterious Argosi - a traveller
who lives by her wits and the three decks of cards
she carries. She's difficult and unpredictable, but she
may be Kellen's only hope... The first in a rich and
compelling fantasy series, from the author of the
much-loved Greatcoats series, bursting with tricks,
traps and a devious talking squirrel cat. Perfect for
fans of THE DARK TOWER, FIREFLY,
GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY, TERRY
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PRATCHETT, BEN AARONOVITCH and JIM
BUTCHER.
In the ruins of civilization, a young girl's kindness and
capacity for love will either save humanity -- or wipe it out in
this USA Today bestselling thriller Joss Whedon calls
"heartfelt, remorseless, and painfully human." Melanie is a
very special girl. Dr Caldwell calls her "our little genius." Every
morning, Melanie waits in her cell to be collected for class.
When they come for her, Sergeant keeps his gun pointed at
her while two of his people strap her into the wheelchair. She
thinks they don't like her. She jokes that she won't bite, but
they don't laugh. The Girl With All the Gifts is a genre-defying,
emotionally charged thriller that will shatter your expectations
of the classic zombie novel. For more from M. R. Carey,
check out:Someone Like MeFellsideThe Boy on the Bridge
By the same author, writing as Mike Carey: The Devil You
Know Vicious Circle Dead Men's Boots Thicker Than Water
The Naming of the Beasts
Nynn gives birth to the first natural-born Dragon King, but
after her and her son are kidnapped by an evil scientist, it is
up to Leto, a superhuman Cage warrior, and Nynn, with her
new-found powers, to save Nynn's son. Original. 100,000 first
printing.
A failed mage learns that just because he's not the chosen
one, it doesn't mean he can't be a hero in the fourth book of
an exciting adventure fantasy series from Sebastien de
Castell. For Kellen, the only way to survive is to hide. His
curse is growing stronger, bringing dark and violent visions,
and the bounty hunters dogging his heels get closer every
day. Desperate, he searches for a mysterious order of monks
rumored to have a cure. But salvation comes with a high
price.
Maritime Magic is an action-packed epic adventure in which
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Natalie is charged with the completion of two rescue
missions. In this seafaring sequel to Ninja Nanny, our superheroine, Natalie Newport embarks upon a new quest, where
she ventures onto the high seas! The firefighters return to
help her, and the dream visions and talking cats continue to
haunt her. This time though, in Part One, she struggles to
earn her sea legs while battling pirates-gone-bad-really bad.
In Part Two, she'll attempt to defeat an evil ninja wizard who
loves to play mind games. During her travels, Natalie must
face her worst fear in order to realize her strength enough to
evolve into a true heroine. In the process, she navigates her
way to the most valuable treasures she has ever known, and
her true purpose on this planet.
In 1918, the world seems on the verge of apocalypse.
Americans roam the streets in gauze masks to ward off the
deadly Spanish influenza, and the government ships young
men to the front lines of a brutal war, creating an atmosphere
of fear and confusion. Sixteen-year-old Mary Shelley Black
watches as desperate mourners flock to séances and spirit
photographers for comfort, but she herself has never believed
in ghosts. At her bleakest moment, however, she’s forced to
rethink her entire way of looking at life and death, for her first
love—a boy who died in battle—returns in spirit form. But what
does he want from her?Featuring haunting archival early-20thcentury photographs, this is a tense, romantic story set in a
past that is eerily like our own time.
Can you find real love when you've always got your head in
the clouds? Maybell Parish has always been a dreamer and a
hopeless romantic. But living in her own world has long been
preferable to dealing with the disappointments of real life. So
when Maybell inherits a charming house in the Smokies from
her Great-Aunt Violet, she seizes the opportunity to make a
fresh start. Yet when she arrives, it seems her troubles have
only just begun. Not only is the house falling apart around
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her, but she isn't the only inheritor: she has to share
everything with Wesley Koehler, the groundskeeper who's as
grouchy as he is gorgeous--and it turns out he has a very
different vision for the property's future. Convincing the
taciturn Wesley to stop avoiding her and compromise is a
task more formidable than the other dying wishes Great-Aunt
Violet left behind. But when Maybell uncovers something
unexpectedly sweet beneath Wesley's scowls, and as the two
slowly begin to let their guard down, they might learn that
sometimes the smallest steps outside one's comfort zone can
lead to the greatest rewards.
An elderly black grandmother passes on the story of the
family’s Jewish origins to her young granddaughter, Carol
Olivia. As family members flee the Spanish Inquisition, are
kidnapped by pirates and eventually sail to America, one
daughter in each generation is given the name Olivia, from
the Hebrew Shulamit meaning “peace,” to honor the Jewish
part of their ancestry. Critically-acclaimed author Carolivia
Herron (Nappy Hair) shares this engaging, multicultural tale is
based on her own family's heritage.
The Blood Books are now available in "Blood Ties" TV tie-in
editions. View our TV tie-in feature page here here. Vicki
Nelson, formerly of Toronto’s homicide unit and now a
private detective, witnesses the first of many vicious attacks
that are now plaguing the city of Toronto. As death follows
unspeakable death, Vicki is forced to renew her tempestuous
relationship with her former partner, Mike Celluci, to stop
these forces of dark magic—along with another, unexpected
ally… Henry Fitzroy, the illegitimate son of King Henry VIII, has
learned over the course of his long life how to blend with
humans, how to deny the call for blood in his veins. Without
him, Vicki and Mike would not survive the ancient force of
chaos that has been unleashed upon the world—but in doing
so, his identity may be exposed, and his life forfeit.
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The fourth book in the page-turning SPELLSLINGER fantasy
series. Kellen and his murderous squirrel cat, Reichis, are on
their own. They've heard rumour of a mythical monastery,
known as the Ebony Abbey. It's a place that outsiders can
never find - but Kellen is getting desperate. He's been told
that the monks inside the Ebony Abbey know more about the
Shadowblack than anyone else - and that they even know
how to cure it. Then Kellen and Reichis are separated and for
the first time, Kellen must face the world alone - and venture
deeper into shadow magic than he ever knew he could.
Perfect for fans of The Dark Tower, Firefly, Guardians of the
Galaxy, Terry Pratchett, Ben Aaronovitch and Jim Butcher.
A failed mage learns that just because he's not the chosen
one it doesn't mean he can't be a hero in final book of the
Spellslinger series. Once an outlaw spellslinger, Kellen Argos
has made a life for himself as the Daroman Queen's
protector. A little magic and a handful of tricks are all it takes
to deal with the constant threats to her reign. But when
rumors of an empire-shattering war begin to stir, Kellen is
asked to commit an unimaginable act to protect his queen.
Inside enemy territory, he quickly realizes something is amiss.
Someone is playing a dangerous game. And to discover their
secrets, Kellen will have to challenge the greatest spellcaster
who's ever lived. Kellen's misadventures concludes in
Crownbreaker, the riveting finale to the adventure fantasy
series that began with Spellslinger. Spellslinger SeriesSpellsli
ngerShadowblackCharmcasterSoulbinderQueenslayerCrown
breaker For more from Sebastien de Castell, check out: The
Greatcoats QuartetTraitor's BladeSaint's BloodKnight's
ShadowTyrant's Throne
A failed mage turned outlaw must use guile and a handful of
spells to challenge a dangerous rival in the second book of an
exciting adventure fantasy series from Sebastien de Castell.
Forced to live as an outlaw, Kellen relies on his wits and his
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allies to survive the unforgiving borderlands. When he meets
a young woman cursed with a deadly plague, he feels
compelled to help. But her secrets draw powerful enemies
and it's not long before Kellen is entangled in a conspiracy of
blackmail, magic, and murder. As the bodies begin to pile up,
Kellen fears he's next. The second novel in a compelling sixbook series, bursting with tricks, humor, and a whole new way
to look at magic. Spellslinger
SeriesSpellslingerShadowblackCharmcaster For more from
Sebastien de Castell, check out: The Greatcoats
QuartetTraitor's BladeSaint's BloodKnight's ShadowTyrant's
Throne
'High energy, highly unique, swashbuckling-cop-epic-noir
story. Buy it. BUY IT NOW' Sam Sykes The Greatcoats are
back - and this time it's personal. How do you kill a Saint?
Falcio, Brasti and Kest are about to find out, as someone is
doing just that, and they've started with a friend. The Dukes
were already looking for ways to weasel out of their promise
to put Aline on her father's throne - but with Saints turning up
dead, and Church Inquistitors pushing for control - rumours
are spreading that the Gods themselves oppose her
ascension. The only way Falcio can stop the country turning
into a vicious theocracy is to find and stop the Saint-killer - but
his only clue is the iron mask encasing the head of the Saint
of Mercy, which prevents her from speaking. And even if he
can find the murderer, he will still have to face them in battle and this may be a duel that no swordsman, no matter how
skilled, can win.
A failed mage learns that just because he's not the chosen
one it doesn't mean he can't be a hero in the third book of an
exciting adventure fantasy series from Sebastien de Castell.
Kellen's life as an outlaw spellslinger is about to get a lot
worse. In Gitabria, a miraculous discovery draws spies from
all over the continent willing to kill to get their hands on it.
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Swept up in the race for power, Kellen is forced to join the
pursuit. But the invention holds a dark secret-one that could
spark a war. Spellslinger
SeriesSpellslingerShadowblackCharmcasterSoulbinder For
more from Sebastien de Castell, check out: The Greatcoats
QuartetTraitor's BladeSaint's BloodKnight's ShadowTyrant's
Throne
A would-be mage with no magic of his own has to defeat
powerful enemies with only cunning and deception in the first
book of an exciting adventure fantasy series from Sebastien
de Castell. Kellen is moments away from facing his first duel
and proving his worth as a spellcaster. There's just one
problem: his magic is fading. Facing exile unless he can pass
the mage trials, Kellen is willing to risk everything -- even his
own life -- in search of a way to restore his magic. But when
the enigmatic Ferius Parfax arrives in town, she challenges
him to take a different path. One of the elusive Argosi, Ferius
is a traveller who lives by her wits and the cards she carries.
Daring, unpredictable, and wielding magic Kellen has never
seen before, she may be his only hope. The first novel in a
compelling six-book series, bursting with tricks, humor, and a
whole new way to look at magic. Spellslinger
SeriesSpellslingerShadowblackCharmcaster For more from
Sebastien de Castell, check out: The Greatcoats
QuartetTraitor's BladeSaint's BloodKnight's ShadowTyrant's
Throne
“An incisive and necessary” (Roxane Gay) debut for fans of
Get Out and Paul Beatty’s The Sellout, about a father’s
obsessive quest to protect his son—even if it means turning
him white “Stunning and audacious . . . at once a pitch-black
comedy, a chilling horror story and an endlessly perceptive
novel about the possible future of race in America.”—NPR
LONGLISTED FOR THE DUBLIN LITERARY AWARD, THE
CENTER FOR FICTION FIRST NOVEL PRIZE, THE
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PEN/OPEN BOOK AWARD, AND THE PEN/FAULKNER
AWARD • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY NPR AND THE WASHINGTON POST “You can
be beautiful, even more beautiful than before.” This is the
seductive promise of Dr. Nzinga’s clinic, where anyone can
get their lips thinned, their skin bleached, and their nose
narrowed. A complete demelanization will liberate you from
the confines of being born in a black body—if you can afford it.
In this near-future Southern city plagued by fenced-in ghettos
and police violence, more and more residents are turning to
this experimental medical procedure. Like any father, our
narrator just wants the best for his son, Nigel, a biracial boy
whose black birthmark is getting bigger by the day. The
darker Nigel becomes, the more frightened his father feels.
But how far will he go to protect his son? And will he destroy
his family in the process? This electrifying, hallucinatory novel
is at once a keen satire of surviving racism in America and a
profoundly moving family story. At its center is a father who
just wants his son to thrive in a broken world. Maurice Carlos
Ruffin’s work evokes the clear vision of Ralph Ellison, the
dizzying menace of Franz Kafka, and the crackling prose of
Vladimir Nabokov. We Cast a Shadow fearlessly shines a
light on the violence we inherit, and on the desperate things
we do for the ones we love.
A matchless warrior is pitted against a near-God in the
second epic installment of the Raven’s Blade series. It has
long been our lot in life, brother, to do what others can’t.
Vaelin Al Sorna was known across the realm as the greatest
of warriors, but he thought battles were behind him. He was
wrong. Prophecy and rumor led him across the sea to find a
woman he once loved, and drew him into a war waged by the
Darkblade, a man who believes himself a god—and one who
has gathered a fanatical army that threatens all of the known
world. After a costly defeat by the Darkblade, Vaelin’s forces
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are shattered, while the self-proclaimed immortal and his
army continue their terrible march. But during the clash,
Vaelin regained some of the dark magic that once gave him
unrivaled skill in battle. And though the fight he has been
drawn into seems near unwinnable, the song that drives him
now desires the blood of his enemy above all else…

Glen Cook, the father of Grimdark, returns to the
Chronicles of the Black Company with a military fantasy
adventure in Port of Shadows. The soldiers of the Black
Company don’t ask questions, they get paid. But being
“The Lady’s favored” is attracting the wrong kind of
attention and has put a target on their backs--and the
Company’s historian, Croaker, has the biggest target of
all. The one person who was taken into The Lady’s
Tower and returned unchanged has earned the special
interest of the court of sorcerers known as The Ten Who
Were Taken. Now, he and the company are being asked
to seek the aid of their newest member, Mischievous
Rain, to break a rebel army. However, Croaker doesn’t
trust any of the Taken, especially not ones that look so
much like The Lady and her sister... The Chronicles of
the Black Company #1 The Chronicles of The Black
Company #2 The Books of the South #3 The Return of
The Black Company #4 The Many Deaths of the Black
Company At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
SORCERY IS A SCAM . . . Four months after fleeing his
own people, Kellen has discovered he's an even worse
outlaw than he was mage. It doesn't help that his only
allies are a swaggering card player and a thieving
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squirrel cat. Then he meets Seneira, a blindfolded girl
who isn't blind, and whose secrets get them caught up in
a conspiracy of magic, blackmail and murder. Now
Kellen must find the mage responsible before the entire
frontier falls victim to the mystical plague known as the
shadowblack. Perfect for fans of The Dark Tower, Firefly,
Guardians of the Galaxy, Terry Pratchett, Ben
Aaronovitch and Jim Butcher. *** 'Magic with a Wild
West flavour, served with flair.' Financial Times 'A bucketload of tension is offset with humour, power struggles,
lots of magic and some great characters. Fantasy junkies
will devour with relish.' The Guardian 'gloriously escapist
fantasy' The Observer
A brilliant story of adventure, wit and philosophy from the
origins of the SPELLSLINGER series to enrapture
devotees as well as newcomers alike. New to the ways
of the Argosi, the tribe of wandering philosophers who
seek to defeat evil by wit and guile, Ferius Parfax
encounters a hideous plague - the Red Scream. Highly
contagious, caught by the hearing of a deadly verse, it
turns its victims into mindless monsters that destroy all
human life they come into contact with. With the help of a
deaf boy whom she has saved from two horrifying
victims of the plague, she sets out to find the source of
the Red Scream and overcome it's terrifying power.
Along the way she is joined by another Argosi, Rosie,
who purports to be so much wiser and more adept than
Ferius, but who turns out to have her own dark secrets.
Peopled with extraordinary characters and gut-wrenching
drama, Ferius's story teaches her hard lessons about the
limits of the Argosi's ways. Readers will delight not just in
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this amazing masterclass in plot pacing and narrative
drive, but in the seemingly bottomless well of wit, thought
and wisdom that the story brings up and that has
changed lives down the ages. It takes the reader on a
journey like no other.
YOU’RE UNDER ARREST FOR HIGH TREASON!
Imagine that your country is full of people ready to betray
their family and friends to the cruel and pitiless ENEMY.
Then, think that everyone has branded YOU as the
traitor . . . Nessa is locked in a maximum- security prison
where death awaits her and with only murderers and the
mad for company. And now the ENEMY is about to
invade . . . CAN NESSA ESCAPE TO STOP THE
INVASION AND PREVENT THE BLOODSHED?
It is the Black Dawn, a time of environmental
apocalypse, the earth wracked and dying. It is the Bright
Day, a time long generations hence, when a peace has
descended across the world. The search for the
shadowy figure known only as the Crowman continues,
as the Green Men prepare to rise up against the forces
of the Ward. The world has been condemned. Only
Gordon Black and The Crowman can redeem it. File
Under: Fantasy [ The Crowman Returns | Two Eras
United | End of Days | Help From Afar]
ShadowblackBook Two in the page-turning new fantasy
seriesBonnier Publishing Fiction Ltd.
"Kellen Argos is an outlaw spellslinger with a bad
reputation, a long list of enemies, and zero luck. When
he accidently smears blood on the Daroman flag, he's
dragged before the queen to be executed for his act of
treason. Face-to-face with the young monarch, Kellen is
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offered a chance to save himself. If he can defeat the
queen at a game of cards, he'll walk free... if not, his life
is forfeit. But what begins as a game reveals a
conspiracy against the queen's life. And now, Kellen is
not only playing for his own freedom, but also for the
future of an empire."--Amazon.com.
Shadow is a man with a past. But now he wants nothing
more than to live a quiet life with his wife and stay out of
trouble. Until he learns that she's been killed in a terrible
accident. Flying home for the funeral, as a violent storm
rocks the plane, a strange man in the seat next to him
introduces himself. The man calls himself Mr.
Wednesday, and he knows more about Shadow than is
possible. He warns Shadow that a far bigger storm is
coming. And from that moment on, nothing will ever he
the same...
A groundbreaking book about personal growth that
presents a uniquely effective set of four tools that bring
about dynamic change in the present and impart a
greater understanding of the depth and complexity of the
human condition over the longterm. The Tools addresses
the most common complaint patients have about
psychotherapy: the interminable wait for change to
begin. Barry Michels, an LA-based therapist, was
frustrated by his inability to bring his patients faster relief
from the issues that plagued them. He found a mentor in
Phil Stutz, a psychiatrist who years before devised a
methodology that arose from a similar disenchantment.
The traditional therapeutic model sets its sights on the
past, but Stutz and Michels employ an arsenal of
tools--exercises that access the power of the
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unconscious and effectively meet the most persistent
problems people face--and the results are electrifying.
Stutz and Michels are much sought-after--a recent profile
in The New Yorker touted them as an "open secret" in
Hollywood--and treat a high-powered and creative
clientele. Their first work, The Tools transcends the
typical self-help genre because of its paradigm-changing
material, the credibility of its authors, and the instant
appeal and empowerment of its message.
Swordplay, magic, intrigue and friendships stronger than
iron: the first book in a new swashbuckling fantasy series
by the bestselling author of The Greatcoats. Damelas
Shademantaigne picked a poor night to flee a judicial
duel. He has precious little hope of escaping the wrath of
Vixen, the most feared duelist in the entire city, until he
stumbles through the stage doors of the magnificent
Operato Belleza and tricks his way into the company of
actors. An archaic law provides temporary respite from
his troubles--until one night a ghostly voice in his head
causes Damelas to fumble his lines, inadvertently
blurting out the dreadful truth: the city's most legendary
hero may actually be a traitor and a brutal murderer.
With only the help of his boisterous and lusty friend
Bereto, a beautiful assassin whose target may well be
Damelas himself, and a company of misfit actor who'd
just as soon see him dead, this failed son of two
Greatcoats must somehow find the courage within
himself to dig up long-buried truths before a ruthless
band of bravos known as the Iron Orchids comes for his
head. Oh, and there's the that matter of the Vixen waiting
to duel him...
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K. J. Parker's new novel is the remarkable tale of the
siege of a walled city, and the even more remarkable
man who had to defend it. A siege is approaching, and
the city has little time to prepare. The people have no
food and no weapons, and the enemy has sworn to
slaughter them all. To save the city will take a miracle,
but what it has is Orhan. A colonel of engineers, Orhan
has far more experience with bridge-building than
battles, is a cheat and a liar, and has a serious problem
with authority. He is, in other words, perfect for the job.
Sixteen Ways To Defend a Walled City is the story of
Orhan, son of Siyyah Doctus Felix Praeclarissimus, and
his history of the Great Siege, written down so that the
deeds and sufferings of great men may never be
forgotten.
He's b-a-a-ack! Despite their best efforts, Carter and
Sade Kane can't seem to keep Apophis, the chaos
snake, down. Now Apophis is threatening to plunge the
world into eternal darkness, and the Kanes are faced
with the impossible task of having to destroy him once
and for all.
The third book in the page-turning SPELLSLINGER
fantasy series. Kellen, Reichis and Ferius are on their
way to Gitabria, a city where amazing inventions are
dreamed up and sold across the land of the Seven
Sands. But when the three of them stumble across a tiny
mechanical bird, magically brought to life, they quickly
realise all is not as it appears. Meanwhile two strange
Argosi appear, carrying secrets from Ferius' past,
together with an unlikely Jan'Tep ally. And as time ticks
on, all the cards in Ferius' deck point to the emerging
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tides of war . . . Perfect for fans of The Dark Tower,
Firefly, Guardians of the Galaxy, Terry Pratchett, Ben
Aaronovitch and Jim Butcher.
National bestseller 2017 National Book Critics Circle
(NBCC) Finalist ABA Indies Introduce Winter / Spring
2017 Selection Barnes & Noble Discover Great New
Writers Spring 2017 Selection ALA 2018 Notable Books
Selection An intimate and poignant graphic novel
portraying one family’s journey from war-torn Vietnam,
from debut author Thi Bui. This beautifully illustrated and
emotional story is an evocative memoir about the search
for a better future and a longing for the past. Exploring
the anguish of immigration and the lasting effects that
displacement has on a child and her family, Bui
documents the story of her family’s daring escape after
the fall of South Vietnam in the 1970s, and the difficulties
they faced building new lives for themselves. At the heart
of Bui’s story is a universal struggle: While adjusting to
life as a first-time mother, she ultimately discovers what it
means to be a parent—the endless sacrifices, the
unnoticed gestures, and the depths of unspoken love.
Despite how impossible it seems to take on the
simultaneous roles of both parent and child, Bui pushes
through. With haunting, poetic writing and breathtaking
art, she examines the strength of family, the importance
of identity, and the meaning of home. In what Pulitzer
Prize–winning novelist Viet Thanh Nguyen calls “a book
to break your heart and heal it,” The Best We Could Do
brings to life Thi Bui’s journey of understanding, and
provides inspiration to all of those who search for a
better future while longing for a simpler past.
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Following his beloved debut, Traitor's Blade, Sebastien
de Castell returns with volume two of his fast-paced
fantasy adventure series, inspired by the swashbuckling
action and witty banter of The Three Musketeers.
Knight's Shadow continues the series with a thrilling and
dark tale of heroism and betrayal in a country crushed
under the weight of its rulers' corruption. A few days after
the horrifying murder of a duke and his family, Falcio val
Mond, swordsman and First Cantor of the Greatcoats,
begins a deadly pursuit to capture the killer. But Falcio
soon discovers his own life is in mortal danger from a
poison administered as a final act of revenge by one of
his deadliest enemies. As chaos and civil war begin to
overtake the country, Falcio has precious little time left to
stop those determined to destroy his homeland.
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